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BCWF President’s Report
Message from the BCWF President
With the arrival of spring, small lake
fishing will be underway, at least in
the southern part of the province. It
is a time to enjoy our great outdoors
after what seemed like one of our
longest winters in decades. For me,
it is a time to reflect on my time as
your President and feel the weight of
responsibility start to ease.
By the time this article hits the
newsstands, I will either have been
replaced or shortly afterwards. I
will continue to serve the BCWF as
your Past President and intend on
continuing to be active with fisheries
conservation issues.
It seems like only yesterday that I became your President, yet the challenges made some days feel like an
eternity. The task has been made much easier with a strong and engaged Executive and dedicated staff.
Former Presidents George Wilson, Bill Bosch and Wilf Pfleiderer, have been immeasurably helpful in turning
the organization around. Readers may recall that my first task was to bring some much-needed stability to the
organization starting with the office. It was unacceptable to read about our office in the news, two years ago, and
that was our first challenge. Crucial to success was selecting the right person to provide leadership for a staff
that felt unappreciated and weary of constant criticism. We hit a home run with our selection of Tina Coleman as
Director of Corporate Operations, whose first task was to rebuild the team needed to service the membership. Our
new contingent of staff was immediately challenged four months into their jobs by having to organize our AGM,
held last spring in Kamloops. And yes, they made a few mistakes, and member criticism was quick but most often
undeserved. A year later, the staff has the experience to make sure our AGM in Fort St. John is a success.
Today I am pleased to say that our office has become more productive and a much happier working environment
exists. Readers should know that a huge backlog of work had piled up and there has been a concerted effort to
bring our administrative activities up to date. The priority has been membership services ranging from updating
membership lists, turning membership cards around in a much shorter period of time, and answering members
questions via e-mail or social media. Currently, the priority is to update our website. With the loss of two large
Region 2 clubs two years ago, our membership fell to 40,000 from 50,000. I am pleased to advise we have now
increased again to over 43,000 and I would like to believe this reflects the organization’s renewed credibility.
The resource conservation issues remain the same as they have for decades. Increased road access,
especially with the large fires in the last two years, impacts all our wildlife and decreased our hunting and fishing
opportunities. Increased access also makes it easier for predators to hunt down their prey. We know our ungulate
populations are at near historic lows and there is currently an imbalance between predators and prey---the very
theme of our 2019 AGM. There continues to be an imbalance in the allocation of hunting opportunities between
residents and non-residents, an issue that has not been forgotten.
I have spent a considerable amount of time and energy despite some opinions to the contrary on wildlife issues,
especially with respect to prescribed burns. I have met Minister Donaldson twice in the last year on this subject,
impressing upon him that burns are essential for increasing wildlife numbers, especially moose.
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Yet, no substantive burns have been
prosecuted in the last two years.
Senior Ministry staff need to be
directed by the Minister to get on with
burns as its priority as well as the
BCWF.
In early March, the Minister confirmed
that the 2019-20 budget does include
the $3 million for wildlife renewal and
it is our job to make sure this money
is used for growing more wildlife
not more bureaucrats! The Wildlife
Committee is mindful of ensuring the
right investments are made.
Our stance on the Tsilhqot’in’s call for closure to resident moose hunters last fall paid a dividend with government
ordering removal of two blockades and formation of a roundtable with First Nations of the area and other
stakeholders. Gerry Paille is our representative. Meanwhile, the government has called for dialogue on improving
wildlife, and this is on-going at the time of writing. The southern mule deer study led by Jesse Zeman is producing
some very interesting results including data that illustrates that hunting is a small factor in the overall mortality of
these deer populations.
BCWF involvement in wildlife issues is not always obvious to the membership. We have a reasonably large group
of biologists behind the scenes that help people like Jesse Zeman, Al Martin, and Gerry Paille. Dr. Adam Ford
and his students at UBC Okanagan are the lead on the mule deer project. Dr. Bruce Mclellen provides advice on
grizzly bear biology, Doug Janz, Alan Dabn and others, all contribute to our wildlife file.
Sport shooting interests have been elevated within the BCWF and assistance is being provided with clubs that
have lead and noise issues. Clubs that are having range issues due to human encroachment are also being
provided with advice through the sport shooting committee co-chair by Doug Bancroft and Chuck Zuckerman.
The fisheries file over the last several years has been focused on the Heart of the Fraser and Interior Fraser
Steelhead (IFS) with emphasis on selective fishing methods on the lower Fraser. These issues are complicated
especially by a DFO that is unwilling to show leadership on the IFS issue. If Interior Fraser Steelhead (IFS) are to
survive as well as other threatened salmon stocks, change to the methods of fishing on the lower river must occur.
DFO and its bias to commercial fishing interest need to change, especially at the leadership level that is stuck
in support of Gillnet fisheries. Change is necessary and should be looked upon as an opportunity rather than a
threat. The world did survive after the change from horse to car, radio to TV etc.
The BCWF has ramped up its fisheries activities similar to our wildlife committee with a number of people who
are highly involved today. Behind the scenes in fisheries are some very well qualified people. Dr. Ken Ashley,
Dr. Marvin Rosenau, Shaun Hollingsworth, Bob Hooton are all very active in support of IFS and the Heart of the
Fraser. Going forward greater emphasis needs to be directed at saltwater fisheries especially with the continuous
loss of fishing opportunities.
In closing, it has been a privilege to serve as your President for the last two years. The key to future success is
continued emphasis on conservation as the BCWF’s primary purpose. I would like to think we are recognized as
the leading conservation organization in BC and that this recognition will ensure our success going forward.
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Selective Fishing Forum
The BCWF Selective Fishing
Forum on March 13, 2019
brought technical experts and
conservationists together in
Coquitlam to tackle how to protect
fragile wild fish which are harmed
when caught as by-catch in
traditional net fisheries in British
Columbia.

Gillnet and Beach Seine
Fishing

Dr. Katrina Cook shared the results
of her two-year research project
on Post Release Salmon Mortality
through the University of British
Columbia. Cook spent weeks on the
south coast of Vancouver Island on
the Nass and Fraser rivers studying
survival rates for non-target species
released from Gillnet and Beach Seine fishing. While mortality rates varied, ocean Gillnet fishing had higher
mortality rates. The survival rate for fish netted and tagged off Port Renfrew in one year’s example was 65% from
release to the first line of detection, but by the time they got to the Fraser River, the survival rate was only 32%.
Scale loss in the marine environment was the primary cause of mortality. In river nets, gill wounds were a
primary cause of fish death. The chum holding phase of Cook’s research revealed that injury progressed
faster in less mature fish and that females are more susceptible to damage. Cook recommends that net
fisheries keep air exposure to one minute for by-catch being released to help reduce the stress contribution to
mortalities. Indicators showed that the stress threshold limit for being held in a net is 15 minutes.

Selective Fishing Trials
Several presentations focused on alternative fishing methods tested in the Pacific Northwest. Researcher
Adrian Touhy described the operation of a modified pound net trap set up in the Columbia River. The pound
net system gently guides the fish into nets; a technique used successfully for millennia by Indigenous peoples.
Touhy said, “the benefit of the gear is you can make sure the fish aren’t overcrowded. Once 30 fish or so get
in the mesh, you get them into the spilling compartment, into the shallows, and guide them out while keeping
them submerged, into a wall where an individual can sort out the hatchery coho and chinook, then open up the
door to the others and they swim out, so you don’t have to touch them.”
The Columbia River pound net operation tracked fish that were tagged in over 400 kilometres distance and
recorded a 95% post-release survival rate. Most importantly, there was no scale damage to the fish and no
bruising. Touhy said pound net fishing adds value because the fish kept for the market are of very high quality.
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Dr. Karl English’s presentation
reviewed various fish wheel designs
operating in BC and the Yukon. On
the Nass River, fishwheels have
been running for the past 28 years,
both as a harvesting method and for
stock assessment. Fish wheels use
the water velocity to gently scoop
the fish up and allow for quick
sorting and release of non-target
species. Studies of survival rates
for released chinook indicate that
netting and angling produce lower
survival rates than the fish wheel
method.

Why is it so important to look
for alternative harvesting
methods?
Keynote speaker Dr. David
Welch, who is the architect of
the Pacific Ocean Shelf Tracking
project, warned that the salmon
survival crisis is worse and
more widespread than currently
appreciated.
Dr. Brian Riddell from the Pacific
Salmon Foundation spoke of the
urgent need to monitor wild salmon
stocks in core BC streams. Riddell
emphasized that much more
research funding is needed to
monitor and collect the information
required to manage our fisheries.
He also called for ocean research
funding from all users of the
resource, nationally and internally.
Retired steelhead biologist
Bob Hooton emphasized that
the situation for Interior Fraser
Steelhead is desperate. Hooton
called for action to address the
biggest obstacle to those trying to
save endangered fish, there is no
consequence for non-compliance
by fisheries.

Dr. Rick Taylor said that the
struggle ahead is to get marine fish
managed under the SARA, warning
that, “if we don’t push hard for it,
nothing will happen.”

What’s next?

Conservationists and researchers
are interested in championing
selective fishing with decisionmakers at all levels of government.
More collaboration and dialogue
are needed, and the forum was a
first step forward.
Recently announced federal-provincial investment of up to $143 million
over the next five years is a step in the right direction to help ensure that
BC fisheries are environmentally and economically sustainable for the
long-term and resilient to the challenges of climate change and evolving
economic conditions. The Fund will also help to protect and restore
priority wild BC fish stocks, including Pacific salmon.

The BCWF would like to thank the Freshwater Fisheries Society
of BC, Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation, British Columbia
Conservation Foundation, BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development - Fish and Aquatic Habitat
Branch for their support for this forum. Materials and videos of the
presentations are available on the BCWF website.
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Winter Wonderland for Moose, Deer, and Elk at Earl Ranch
- By Alyssa Purse

Picture this: the land is deprived of
colour with varying shades of white,
half a metre of snow lying peacefully
on the ground. The area is quiet;
most animals have gone south or
hunkered down to escape the bitter
conditions. Upon closer observation,
shoots of green and brown can be
seen peeking through the snow;
willow shrubs and tall sedge growing
near a shallow pond. A forage oasis
in a bleak land devoid of food. This
is exactly what the Earl Ranch
wetland restoration project will
provide for the local population of
elk, mule deer, and moose that call
this land home.

Once a thriving wetland ecosystem, the Earl Bar 40 Ranch has been altered by years of farming; draining
the area with ditches, levelling the ground, and compacting the soil with livestock and farming equipment has
taken its toll on this once vibrant wetland complex. The Ranch, located about 100 km southeast of Cranbrook,
was once owned by the Earl family and was purchased by the provincial government in 1974 as Conservation
Land. The 208-hectare ranch is located on traditional Ktunaxa territory, and historically the Ktunaxa people
used this area to gather plants, fish, and hunt. Regrettably, due to land modifications the area became less
suitable as forage or shelter habitat for big game species, such as elk, moose, or mule deer.
In the long, cold winters of the East Kootenay region, nutritious forage plants are dormant and often covered
in up to a metre of snow. Moose, deer, and elk must find enough food to sustain themselves through the winter
while also sheltering from the elements and avoiding predators like cougars. Couple these hardships with the
loss of shrub and wetland ecosystems and the odds of survival significantly decrease. Moose, for example,
are especially in jeopardy during the winter. Due to their large size, moose need ample amounts of high-quality
plants to endure the winter months.
Ungulate does and cows are eating for two and must find large quantities of high-quality food in order to bring
new life in the coming spring. Thankfully, one type of ecosystem can provide all wintering needs: wetlands!
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When shallow open water wetlands are situated near mixed tree forests the land becomes an ungulate winter
sanctuary. The forest canopy intercepts snowfall to provide easy routes to forage areas, offer shelter from
winter winds, and provide cover from hungry predators. Water-loving sedges and willows grow in abundance
in shallow open water wetlands. These wetland plants can grow tall enough to peek through the snow or can
be dug out of snow up to half a metre deep, and provide the nutritional needs of moose, elk, and deer during
the impoverished winter months. One study in 2003 on Ungulate Winter Range, found that 85% of an elk’s diet
consists of grasses and shrubs, and over half of the shrubs eaten are willow shrubs, making this wetland plant
one of the most important winter forage foods. Sedges are among the first plants to emerge from dormancy
and are important forage plants for ungulates in the late winter and early spring.
After years of service as a farm providing food for humans, the lands at Earl Ranch have now been restored and
come full circle to once again provide food for wildlife.
The 2018 Wetlands Institute was made possible
with financial support from the following
organizations

Wetland Education Program 2019 Events:
Wetlandkeepers Workshop in Cumberland, BC - May 3-5
Wetland Symposium in Cumberland, BC - May 11-12
Wetlandkeepers Workshop in Kamloops, BC - June 14-16
Wetlandkeepers Workshop in Rossland, BC - July 12, 14
Wetlandkeepers Workshop in Cawston, BC - To Be Announced
Wetlands Institute in Rossland, BC - September 30-October 6
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Programs Update!
It’s beginning to feel a lot like spring and with it comes several fun
outdoor activities. We look forward to seeing you at one or several of
the upcoming programs in May and June.
Registrations are open for some of our great programs this year!
Check them out on our website and register while space is still available.

May 24 to 26, 2019 – Becoming an Outdoors Woman!

BOW is an all-inclusive outdoor skills weekend for women from all backgrounds and
abilities. The BOW Program package includes accommodations, meals, and four hands-on
workshops. The first BOW program for 2019 will take place in Maple Ridge, BC.
Check out bcwf.bc.ca for more information
and to reserve your spot.

Reel Fishing Workshop

This two-day course is designed for adults who are either new anglers
eager to pick up the sport or intermediate anglers that wish to gain
further fishing experience. Check out bcwf.bc.ca for course dates,
locations and registration.

Other exciting programs to keep an eye out for in 2019:

• Wilderness Survival/First Aid – offered by Be Prepared –
Trainers in First Aid Inc. in partnership with the BCWF (this is a nonaccredited course). Are you prepared if something goes awry on your
hike into the backcountry, on your hunting trip in the bush, or a paddle
down a notorious river? Here’s a program that will show you how to
survive in the wild.

• Hunter 101 – a BCWF workshop for the new hunter. Thinking about getting into hunting? Here’s all you
need to know to get started.

Registration for our Go Wild! Youth for Conservation
and Wild Kidz Camps is now open!
The following camps are available this summer! Be sure to register your
kids while space is available.

Go Wild camps:

• Kamloops: July 8 – July 12, 2019
• Radium Hot Springs: July 22 – July 26, 2019
• Rock Creek: August 26 – August 30, 2019

Wild Kidz camps:

• Castlegar: July 15 – July 19, 2019
• Kamloops: August 12 – August 16, 2019
• Abbotsford: August 19 – August 23, 2019
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63rd Annual General Meeting and Convention
Join us for our Annual General Meeting

and Convention in Fort St. John from
May 8th to 11th, 2019! The theme for this
year’s AGM is Predator-Prey Dynamics.
It is getting more important then ever
to understand the relationship between
predator’s and prey and how this is
impacting the conservation of wildlife in
BC.
This year we have several influential
speakers who will be discussing topics
such as predator-prey dynamics,
how animals respond to changing
Youth and Spousal Program
environments, the impact of chemical
herbicides on the environment and much Highlights!
We have some exciting programs
more.
Our Keynote Speaker for the 2019 AGM lined up for the spouses and youth
& Convention is Virgil Moore. Moore has attending this year’s AGM!
been Director of Idaho Fish and Game
since 2011. His planned retirement is
March 1, 2019 with over 42 years of
service.

Some of our other substantial
speakers include:
Marco Festa-Bianchet, Mark Boyce,
Dr. Evelyn Merrill (Evie), Kevin Kriese,
Dr. Sophie Gilbert, Chad Day, Brian
Springinotic, and Dr. Lisa Wood. For
more information about our speakers,
please visit our website www.bcwf.
bc.ca.

Youth Programs:

Friday 9:30am - 3 pm - Range Day
Saturday 9:30am - 3 pm – River Boat
Adventure
Youth will be entertained with a range
day on Friday May 10th followed by
a River Boat Adventure, provided
by Peace Country River Rats, and a
geocache treasure hunt on Saturday,
May 11th.

Spousal Programs:

Friday 9:30am - 3pm – River Boat
Adventure
Saturday Health Day - 9:30am - 3pm
The BCWF AGM and Convention will
- Hot Yoga and Spa
be held at the Pomeroy Hotel and
For the Spousal program we offer a
Conference Centre, located at 11308
more relaxed and scenic look at the
Alaska Road. The BCWF is partnering
with the Pomeroy Hotel and Conference Peace Country. Friday May 10th will
Centre and the Holiday Inn Express for a kick off with a river tour to take in all
conference rate. Be sure to register soon the splendors of the Peace region,
followed by a relaxing wellness day
and book your stay.
to rejuvenate the body and soul on
Saturday May 11th. Enjoy the simple
pleasures the Peace region has to
offer.

Cavalcade of Donations:

Showcase your club’s
dedication and support of the
BC Wildlife Federation’s work
this year during the AGM &
Convention’s Cavalcade of
Donations – Saturday May
11th at 12pm! This year the
Federation is asking for your
support for a few key initiatives
including:
• Southern Interior Mule Deer
Project - Help funding science
to learn how to restore mule
deer populations in BC.
• Hunter Heritage Campaign
- Designate your gift towards
the hunter heritage public
education campaign and
BCWF will put your gift to work
celebrating hunter heritage
across BC.
• Action Fund - The BCWF
Action Fund is used to defend
the rights of BC residents to
access public resources and
lands through legal action.
• Greatest Need - Leave your
gift undesignated, and the
BCWF will allocate your funds
to its most urgent and critical
needs.
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Southern Interior Mule Deer Project
Our Southern Interior Mule
Deer Project team was busy
over the past year. They
have captured deer via netgunning from helicopters,
ground darting, and groundbased clover traps. Given
this is a first effort at such
a large-scale project for
B.C., the team is learning
a lot about capturing and
collaring mule deer. B.C.’s
unique ecosystems have
been challenging for
capture work compared to
other jurisdictions.
Thank you to the Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation
who provided funding for fawn collars for the project.
Through this funding, the team was able to capture and
collar 50 mule deer fawns spread throughout the three
study areas. We intend on capturing another 60 fawns
in 2019-20 and again in 2020-21.
Most of the collared adult does had returned to winter
range by the middle of October, with some moving back
as early as September. This may result in changes to
the low elevation mule deer (non-migratory) limited entry
hunting season to ensure the season is in fact targeting
non-migratory deer. Currently the season occurs in
October in the central and southern Okanagan region
Volunteers and team members from the BC Wildlife
Federation, Fish and Wildlife Branch, Okanagan Nation
Alliance, UBC-Okanagan, and University of
Idaho have continued to catch deer through March.
The capture season will conclude at the end of March.
To date, 151 deer have been collared.
Camera traps (trail cameras) will be going out this spring once our research team has collected a full year of
deer movement data. This data will then ensure that we are placing our camera traps in a variety of habitats
used by mule deer in both their winter and summer ranges. The camera traps will provide data around
predator and prey occupancy in the study areas.
The Southern Interior Mule Deer project is the largest collaborative mule deer research project in British
Columbia’s history. We rely on the dedicated volunteers and team members of our partners, collaborators and
funders. This project would not be possible without your help, nor would it be possible without the contributions
from our various supporters. A big thanks goes out to our members who have donated to this project and to the
following clubs and associations:
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Southern Interior Mule Deer Project
Kelowna and District Fish & Game Club, East Kootenay Hunters Association, Summerland Sportsmen’s
Association, Traditional Bow Hunters of BC, Grand Forks Wildlife Association, Okanagan Region B.C. Wildlife
Federation, Vernon Fish & Game Club, Kamloops and District Fish & Game Association, Keremeos-Cawston
Sportsman Association, North Shore Fish & Game Club, Oceola Fish & Game Club, Kettle Wildlife Association,
Southern Okanagan Sportsmen’s Association, Pemberton Wildlife Association, and the Mission and District Rod
& Gun Club.
The project has now secured
funding to cover all of the doe
and fawn collar costs. We
now have two PhD candidates
onboard via UBC-Okanagan and
University of Idaho. Looking
ahead, the project will need to
generate funding for more trail
cameras, capture costs, data
costs for the GPS collars, travel/
accommodation, and funding for
the PhD students.
To donate please go to the
BCWF donate page and select
Southern Interior Mule Deer
Project under the designated tab.
The team is expecting to put
camera traps out by late May/
early June. If you are interested
in helping with this next step,
please send an email to
southerninteriormuledeer@
gmail.com
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Homegrown Worms: An Angler’s
Guide - By Tobias Roehr
Bait, it’s one of those things where you
can never be too picky. I am not a big bait
fisherman; however, I do understand that
some days bait is the only way to go. I used to
buy worms by the dozen from my local tackle
shop. They would work, but it almost seemed
like the fish were used to the scent and look
of the worms. After looking into alternative bait
options, I decided I would start my own smallscale worm farm.
I should mention that I live in a one-bedroom apartment with my fiancé. Imagine trying to convince your fiancé,
significant other, or roommate to be okay with having tenants of this sort in such a small space! It took a bit of
convincing, but I got her onboard in the end. After doing some research on containers, habitat, food, climate
and harvest, I felt comfortable enough to get my ‘farm’ up and running.
The most common question I get is, how do you reduce the
smell? What most people don’t realise is a healthy worm farm
should not stink, it should have a very neutral smell. If it stinks,
you are doing something wrong.
How to build your own worm farm:
I bought two Rubbermaid containers and drilled hundreds of
1.5mm holes all over the bottom of 1 rubber maid and placed
it into the other container. This allows the liquid to drain from
the top bin into the bottom bin, which prevents the worms from
drowning. I drilled more holes into the lid and the top third of the
container to allow air flow. This reduces temperature, smell and
increases the oxygen levels.
Once this was done, I put a 5-inch-thick base layer of shredded moist newspaper in the worm farm. I went to pet
store and bought a couple dozen red wigglers. They quickly reproduced, enjoying a diet of plant based green
waste and a few egg cartons every now and then.
Feeding your worms:
During the colder, winter months the worms go a bit dormant, but you still need to supply them with food. Typically,
I will feed them once a week during the winter. As the temperature increases and the worms become a bit more
active you should start feeding them twice a week or when the food is all eaten-up. Worms can go a couple of
weeks without food, but like most living things they will eventually starve if they don’t get any sustenance.
It is important to supplement their diets with finely crushed egg shells and corn meal from time to time to increase
their size and fatten them up for fishing. It is imperative to not over feed them. Worms can eat about half their
body mass in one day. You will quickly know if you have over fed them if you see food rot and smell foul odours.
Tip: If you freeze your food waste before feeding it to the worms, it will reduce the chance of getting fruit flies.
I have had great success with my home grown red-wiggler worms. As soon as you string them on the hook you
can smell a stronger and more aromatic scent compared to the regular store-bought worms The strong, hearty
smell, plus the bright red color of these worms, make them an irresistible bait for many fish. I highly recommend
you try this at home! Our next Reel Fishing workshops are May 25th-26th and June 22nd-23rd. Email
programs@bcwf.bc.ca for more details or to register for this hands-on angler education course.
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Filling the Gap in Archery
Education - By Chris Lim
My first experience with archery
was at a summer camp. I remember
the first time I went to the range
and the counselor showed us how
to shoot a bow. We went down
across the camp until we entered
a half exposed, roofed shelter. The
counselor lined us up into three
even lines. They went over the basic
safety rules: “No horse-play”, “No
passing the red line when others are
shooting”, etcetera, etcetera.
Finally, she demonstrated for us. She explained it like this: “You grip the bow like so, you place your arrow here
and nock it, you pull back with these fingers, and when you’re ready – you let go and shoot.” This is a quick
summary of what summer camp archery teaches you. I know because years later I became a camp counselor
myself and taught archery. Although I worked at my camp for over 7 years and taught archery, I would not call
myself an archer until I was introduced to NASP, the National Archery in the Schools Program. NASP fulfills the
gap in archery education and teaches kids – step by step – proper archery techniques which results in increased
confidence, inclusion, and of course bullseyes. Summer camps do a great job at introducing kids to archery and
getting them excited about the sport, but they fall short in teaching children what they must do to improve their
skills as archers.
NASP breaks archery success into 11 steps: stance, nock, bow-hand set, draw-hand set, pre-draw, draw, anchor,
aim, shot set-up, release, follow through and reflect. Breaking archery down into these steps helps kids focus and
improve. For example, Bow-hand set is the step where you make sure you are holding your bow firmly with your
knuckles set at a 45-degree angle relative to the grip of the bow. Teaching bow-hand set keeps the archer more
stable through the shot and most importantly prevents string rash! A little more complicated than saying “hold the
bow like this”. Knowing these steps and how they affect an archer’s shot helps kids understand the sport, build
proper technique, and keeps archers happy.
NASP is more than teaching proper technique. Most people who have only tried archery once, probably did not
want to do it again for three reason: (1) they just felt it was not for them, (2) they did/do not have the opportunity
to try it again, or most commonly (3) they got hurt in some way such as the dreaded “string rash” or most-likely
did not receive the positive encouragement they needed. NASP addresses all three barriers. In NASP Basic
Archery Instructor (BAI) training, one of the core principles is C-P-R. C-P-R is a coaching method that stands for
“compliment, positive correction, and review”. Instructors are taught to refrain from saying negative words such as
“don’t” and use CPR to compliment one good thing about a child’s technique (11-steps), one positive correction
(i.e. “for your next shot why don’t we try to…”), and review with child – staying with them to witness the positive
correction. This ensures that new archers receive a positive experience when shooting for the first time and
thereby are more likely to try archery again.
One of NASP’s slogans is “changing lives, one arrow at a time”, I truly believe NASP does this and bridges the
gap in archery education. NASP teaches kids how to progress in international-style archery, to the point where
improvement is visible to both coaches and the kids alike. Being able to track and see this progress, builds
confidence and camaraderie where we start helping each other improve; which become important life skills.
Whether its peers providing each other with tips on how to better their 11 steps or having a wheel-chaired archer
competing at the provincial tournament, NASP makes archery a sport for everyone.
The N.A.S.P. BC Provincial Tournament is in Kelowna on Saturday, April 20th.
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In Memory of Rick Simpson
A life of hiking mountains
and paddling waters:
In memory of Richard
Larke Simpson
On February 2nd, 2019, Richard
Larke Simpson, born Dec 4th, 1944
known to his friends as Rick, passed
away peacefully at the age of 74
after courageously battling cancer.
He is survived by his partner of
over fifteen years Gael Russell, his
son Richard Kemp Simpson, his
daughter Kelly Suzanne Simpson,
the mother of his children Grace
Bartel, his brother Jeffery Simpson
and his sister Victoria Nuttall.
Rick had an intense and infectious passion for the outdoors. For over 30 years, his primary pursuits were focused
on improving fish habitat, building up strong fish populations and passing on his passion and knowledge to the
next generation of young outdoor enthusiasts. He loved working with groups of children during many community
events and often described the joy he felt as they learned something new about fish biology or habitat. Rick
had faith in his community and loved connecting with other conservationists and families at the clubs and
organizations he was actively involved with in British Columbia. Rick was especially proud of his work with many
First Nations groups over the years and had his own personal universal vision that incorporated a beautiful
blending of western and First Nations beliefs.
Rick Simpson was the Chair of the BC Wildlife Federation Region 8, Fisheries Committee from 2003 to 2018.
He was also the Interior representative for the BCWF Inland Fisheries Committee. Rick was a member of the BC
Wildlife Federation for 37 years, since September of 1981 when he and his family moved here from Edmonton.
The first club he was a member of was the Port Coquitlam and District Hunting and Fishing Club. Rick got heavily
involved in the new hatchery at the time in the Coquitlam Watershed. He helped with various projects from 1981
to 2003. He was very proud of the fish and habitat restoration projects he was involved in with the club and the
watershed.
When asked in an interview last year, why he became involved with so many projects, Rick said, “It made me feel
like I was giving back. I had been a hunter and an angler, and I was given the opportunity to do habitat restoration,
and salmon enhancement work, I was given the opportunity to give back to the resource. I could do hands on
stuff and see the results. It’s very gratifying. I hope the future will hold more projects that will help conserve British
Columbia’s resources for my children, my children’s children, and my children’s children’s children to enjoy. I want
to make sure that we leave this place that we’re in right now in a better state. I’m talking about the environment.
I’m talking about fish. When I pass on, I want to be able to say to St. Peter, ‘I got a lot of black marks, but I really
did try hard to make this a better place for my children.’”
Rick will be deeply missed as he now walks the mountains and paddles the waters with the creator.
May he rest in peace.
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Upcoming Events
April 27 - 28, 2019 - Reel Fishing Workshop in Surrey, BC
May 8 - 11. 2019 - BC Wildlife Federation AGM & Convention in Fort St. John, BC
May 24 - 26, 2019 - Becoming an Outdoors Woman
May 25 - 26, 2019 - Reel Fishing Workshop in Maple Ridge, BC
May 31, 2019 - 2019 Conservation Lottery Draw
June 15, 2019 - Family Fishing Day in Abbotsford at the Fraser Valley Hatchery
June 22 - 23, 2019 - Reel Fishing Workshop in Abbotsford & Chilliwack, BC
Fishing Forever Events - Visit our website for the most up to date information.
•
•
•
•

June 1 -2 - Abbotsford, Fraser Valley Trout Hatchery
June 8 - Prince George
June 8 - Osoyoos June 15 & 16 (Fishing Forever and
Family Fishing Day) - Nelson, Cottonwood Lake
June 16 - Williams Lake, Biff’s Pond

If your club has any events coming up, we would like to hear about it!
Please email us at communications@bcwf.bc.ca with any stories or event
information. Thank you!
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